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DIAGNOSING ASTHMA 

Addressing the Challenge of Human Biology Metrics with New IT Tools 

This proposal is the outcome of an excellent event which painted not only the challenges for medical 
research [HUMAN BIOLOGY METRICS - Dr Louise Wood NIHR], but also the importance of IT TOOLS 
at the core of strategic recommendations [Prof Sven-Erik Dahlén, Karolinska Institutet]. 

As an SME we have developed generic software methods that are ideally suited for a Visual Data 
Environment for all levels of users – from research experts and practitioners to patients. The proposal 
suggests building on past research by reviewing the most significant existing data and images – for the 
purpose of gaining new insights from familiar images.  

By re-visualising images in our unique 3d metric style, and better understanding familiar data by 
comparing multi-dimensional layers along a visual z-axis, the advantages of our system are threefold:  

 visual for experts to see more depth, detail and structure in images and priorities in data; 

 numerical for software to crunch the underlying numbers;  

 metric to quantify the qualities, conditions, phenomena and parameters represented on screen.  
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Input images processed by our Smart Knowledge Engine are re-visualised as movable 3D objects: 

   

http://www.smart-knowledge-
portals.uk/projects/382  

http://www.smart-knowledge-
portals.uk/projects/387  

http://www.smart-knowledge-
portals.uk/projects/384  

The uniqueness of our visualisation styles is derived from new underlying mathematical concepts and 
transformations. While the challenge for SMEs is to convince opinion leaders in power and position, 
our digital age provides us with the unique opportunity of ‘patient research’ and ‘citizen science’ as a 
new approach to quantifying patient conditions and building a community whose vested interest lie in 
their accurate diagnosis and the improvement of their health conditions.  
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Five series of air quality data in Excel The same data along ‘visual z’ Sorted for prioritisation 

Asthma UK is ideally suited to spearhead this IT focussed approach to building on past research 
projects and inviting new patient research to join the transformation that ‘going digital’ is bringing 
about. Available as Software As A Service, the Visual Asthma Environment will be able to:- 

 invite the leaders of funded projects to shape the environment to suit their requirements; 

 present research results in new ways for the benefit of academia, practitioners and patients; 

 invite patients to participate in understanding their conditions by looking at hitherto 
incomparable data, thus encouraging them to monitor themselves and become the curators of 
their own data.  

The Visual Asthma Environment is designed to offer new forms of engagement for Wow, Aha and Eureka 
as the most spontaneous feedback. The systematic storage, organisation and classification of data and 
images as relating to their conditions, combined with tests and standards, will best be met by including 
more experts, practitioners and patients.  

Software As A Service makes this possible by providing access to data and images for expert users, 
practitioners and patients.  

It is hoped that this proposal will be welcomed by Asthma UK as a small charity to work with a small 
company: visualisation designer Sabine McNeill and software developer Neil Lowden – with web 
presence on:- 

 https://smartknowledge.space/about - presenting the benefits of our Smart Knowledge Engine; 

 http://www.smart-knowledge-portals.uk/ - our Engine as work in progress; 

 https://3d-metrics.me/ - my blog raving about some of the events I attend. 
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